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**Statement:**

a. Indonesia acknowledge and support the continuous participation of ESCWA in harmonizing and sharing with UN statistics and data. Indonesia also support the commitment of ESCWA to ensure the full alignment with global statistical standard which is crucial because it helps to maintain high quality and reliable data, a comparable data.

b. Indonesia is ready to participate in knowledge sharing and learn from countries on increasing the skills of staff in the areas of data science, technology for statistics, geospatial information systems and big data.

c. Indonesia would like to express our gratitude to the UNSD on its continuous work in synchronizing methods for the interpretation and presentation of SDG’s data. Indonesia also congratulate the regional commissions that has succeed to present the result at the 2020 high level political forum on sustainable development and during the SDG Moment. Indonesia commit to support in further cooperation in structuring the SDGs-related knowledge products, especially to present this in nationwide and state level of data.
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